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*e headway-based control method is usually used to regulate the bus headways and improve reliability of public transit. In
general, the holding control strategy is applied at the control point, because enough space for dwell longer at the control point is
required, while the stop-skipping control strategy can be used at any bus stop. However, in the headway-based control method, too
much stop-skipping will bring longer waiting time and make the passengers impatient. *e number and distribution of control
points for stop-skipping are not considered in previous self-equalizing bus headway control works. *erefore, in this paper, the
control points selection rules for stop-skipping involving their number and distribution on the bus route are discussed. A second
by second discrete system is formulated to describe the bus operation. In the proposed control method, the threshold value for
activating stop-skipping strategy is raised, avoiding provoking much additional waiting time because of boarding rejected. In the
numerical analysis, a set of cases are conducted to evaluate the performance of control method under different number and
distribution of control points for stop-skipping. *e numerical results show that distribution of control points for stop-skipping
has a greater influence on the public transit than the number.

1. Introduction

Bus bunching is a phenomenon when two or more buses
encounter the same bus stop on a bus line, and it commonly
appears in an unstable high-frequency bus line system. If a bus
running on a bus route is delayed by an incidental distur-
bance, this bus should pick up more passengers than expected
at the downstream bus stop. *erefore, the bus should dwell
longer than expected and further gets delayed because ofmore
boarding passengers at the bus stop. Meanwhile, its following
bus runs closer to the leading bus and meets less number of
passengers at the bus stop; therefore, it is speeded up because
of shorter dwell time than expected.*e leading bus gradually
slows down, while the following bus speeds up, resulting in
the two successive buses arriving at a same bus stop at the
same time or in a very short time interval inevitably.

Bus bunching results in longer waiting and travel times
for the passengers and the increased environment pollution
due to inefficient operation of unevenly loaded buses. In
addition, the unbalanced load of passengers on successive

buses wastes bus capacity, because the leading bus is quite
crowded while the trailing bus is relatively empty.

To resist bus bunching, many control methods were
proposed in previous related works. With the advent of new
technologies, some holding strategies have been proposed to
take advantage of real-time information so as to reduce
passengers’ waiting times [1, 2]. Using real-time informa-
tion, many headway-based holding strategies have been
proposed to adaptively control the system [3–13]. A “two-
way-looking control” bus headway control method was
proposed by Daganzo [14]. *is method attempts to make
the headways presettled static values. Later, Daganzo and
Pilachowski [15] proposed a control strategy that continu-
ously adjusts the bus’s cruising speed on the route based on a
cooperative two-way system to achieve proper spacing be-
tween the successive buses on the line. As an extension of
this control concept, Xuan et al. [16] and He [6] proposed a
holding strategy to regularize headways while maximizing
the commercial speeds, as well as considering both the
forward and backward headways. Bartholdi and Eisenstein
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[4] proposed a self-adaptive control method to automatically
equalize bus headways on the bus route. To integrate the
advantages of the “two-way-looking control” and the “self-
adaptive equalizing bus headway,” Liang et al. [17] proposed
a self-equalizing control strategy based on the two-way-
looking control method (the headways between the bus at
the control point and both its leading and following buses)
with zero slack. Zhang and Lo [18] proposed two-way-
looking self-equalizing headway control that considered
multifarious variables, enriching the headway-based bus
holding control method system. More recently, He et al. [19]
and Liang et al. [20] proposed a dynamic target headway-
based control method to resist bus bunching with holding
strategy, which is another version of self-equalizing bus
headway control method.

However, in the self-adaptive equalizing bus headway
control method system, only one holding control means was
used. Bus holding is based on slowing the faster leading bus
and increasing the slack to balance headways, thus de-
creasing the average operating speed of the total bus system
to resist bus bunching. *erefore, other control means at the
control point can be integrated with bus holding to enhance
the performance of control method based on the self-
adaptive equalizing bus headway control concept. Stop-
skipping strategy is used in which a bus is asked to skip a stop
as long as nobody inside the bus requests to stop, even
though there are passengers at the bus stop waiting to board
the bus. Different criteria such as the operational costs,
average waiting time, and passenger awareness are con-
sidered to determine which stops should be skipped. In the
early work on rail systems by Suh et al. [21], a stop-skipping
strategy was utilized to increase the speed of subway service.
Sun and Hickman [22] proposed a stop-skipping strategy to
minimize the passenger waiting times but allowed the
passengers to alight at stops in the skipped segment. A
multiobjective optimization approach for stop-skipping
strategies was addressed by Sidi et al. [23]. Cortés et al. [24]
and Sáez et al. [25] developed a hybrid predictive control
formulation that jointly estimates the bus speed, while
implementing control strategies such as skipping stations or
holding buses. Delgado et al. [5] addressed the combination
of holding strategies with boarding limits. *e authors
developed a deterministic optimization model capable of
executing two strategies: holding and boarding limits
(limiting the amount of passengers that can board a bus even
if the bus is not at full capacity); this control strategy was also
used by [26]. In recent years, Zhang et al. [27, 28] and Wu
et al. [29, 30] proposed a set of limited-stop control methods
to deal with stochastic travel time and uncertain demand.

*e holding control means should be implemented at the
bus stops selected as control points, because the control
point should provide enough space for bus to dwell longer,
while the stop-skipping control means can be used at any bus
stop. However, the stop-skipping control method will
provoke more waiting time. *erefore, in this paper, the
integrated control method involving bus holding and stop-
skipping control means is proposed based on the self-
equalizing bus headway control concept. *e method that
integrated “two-way-looking control” with “self-adaptive

equalizing bus headway” has been proven to perform well in
reducing bus bunching and improving the service level for
passengers. However, the control concept cannot be
implemented completely in the proposed integrate control
method, because the stop-skipping is a strong control means
which will provoke dissatisfaction of passengers who are
rejected to board. *erefore, the priority of activating stop-
skipping is reduced, with higher threshold value, giving
consideration to both performance of equalizing bus
headways and feeling of passengers.

*e remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, the coordinated control algorithm is proposed to
dynamically select the two control means based on pre-
dictive control. In Section 3, the buses’ operation process has
been described by formulated as a discrete system. *e
operation rules are divided into operation at normal bus stop
and control point, respectively. In Section 4, two kinds of
performance indexes are proposed to reflect the regulation
of bus operation and the condition of passengers on the
buses. A set of numerical tests are conducted in Section 5,
using the proposed coordinated control method under
different number and distribution of control points for stop-
skipping.

2. Self-Equalizing Bus Headways Control
Strategy with Two Control Means

In this section, a dynamic control strategy was developed to
equalize bus headways, resisting bus bunching. A dynamic se-
lection algorithm of control means including bus holding, stop-
skipping, and no control means was implemented. *e control
variables, e.g., holding time, can be calculated by analysing both
the real-time bus running status and passenger demand. In order
to distinguish the control point for bus holding only, stop-
skipping only, and coordinated control, CPH (control point for
holding), CPS (control point for stop-skipping), and CPC
(control point for coordinated control), respectively, are named.
*e coordinated control method, used at CPC, involves holding
control strategy and stop-skipping control strategy. In practice,
these control strategies should be selected dynamically according
to the algorithm shown in Section 3.3.

2.1.Motivation of Proposing the CoordinatedControlMethod.
*e coordinated control method proposed in this paper is
derived from the control concept of self-adaptive equalizing bus
headways proposed in Liang et al. [17, 31], which is suitable to be
applied to a high-frequency bus route. A self-adaptive method
to equalize headways based on bus holding was tested and
proved to perform well to reduce slack time and enhance
operation efficiency. However, successive bus headways at
control point cannot be equalized completely using bus holding
only, because bus holding is insufficient when the forward
headway is larger than the backward headway; thus the bus
holding cannot speed up the slow bus. Recently, Liang et al. [32]
fixed this gap by integrating the two control means into self-
adaptive equalizing bus headways framework. According to the
test results compared with bus holding used only, the coor-
dinated control method can shorten total travel time and make
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bus headways more regular. However, the waiting time in-
creased because of stop-skipping control means. *erefore, in
order to decrease the negative effects brought by stop-skipping
control means, in this paper, it is treated as a supplementary
means. When the headways between the bus at control points
and the following bus are much smaller than the bus headway
with leading bus, the stop-skipping control means shall be used.
In other word, the stop-skipping will be activated with higher
threshold value, giving consideration to regular bus operation
and passengers’ experience.

In fact, other control strategies, i.e., speed control and
schedule recovery, can achieve similar control result.
However, the speed control is usually used on bus lanes,
without disturbance of cars on the street [33]. *erefore, in
this paper, the speed control is not considered as supplement
to holding control strategy. Although schedule recovery
control concept is quite useful in practice to regulate bus
operation, it is not suitable to be integrated as a supplement
strategy in the self-equalizing control concept.

In traditional research, the stop-skipping control is a static
schedule to improve operation efficiency of bus system in-
stead of a dynamical control means to control the bus.
Boarding limits can accelerate the bus at control point, while
the following bus can be slowed down by leaving more
passengers to it. However, in practice, it is not easy to refuse
part of passengers waiting at the bus stop to get on the bus
even when the bus is not full. *erefore, stop-skipping in this
paper refers to the bus only providing service for alighting
passengers when the control point is skipped, proposed by
Sun and Hickman [22]. *is kind of stop-skipping control
method can speed up the slower bus through dwelling shorter
time and meanwhile slow down the faster bus by giving it
more passengers to pick up. In addition, the passengers on the
bus can alight at any bus stops, avoiding missing the desti-
nation bus stop and causing dissatisfaction of passengers.

If the bus headways are quite equalized, the bus at the CPC
should not be controlled with any control means.We term such
a condition as “no control means.” *erefore, three control
means can be used at the CPC which are bus holding, stop-
skipping, and no control means. *e core of the coordinated
control method is to dynamically select proper control means to
equalize the bus headways, according to the prediction of
control results. Because studies that predict the related pa-
rameters in bus systems are relatively mature [34–41], the
evolution of bus systems can be predicted with these methods in
practice. In addition, the estimations of urban traffic parameters
are also sufficientlymature, e.g., travel speed and queue length at
signalized intersection [42–45]. *erefore, the main objective of
this section is to propose a method that combines the bus
holding control means and stop-skipping control means based
on the self-adaptive equalizing headways control concept. *e
detailed control strategy and algorithm are introduced in the
following subsection.

2.2. Control Strategy Coordinated Control Means at CPC.
When a bus has just arrived at the CPC, it should judge
whether the stop-skipping control means is suitable to be
used to equalize the bus headways. If the stop-skipping

control means is selected to be used, the bus can leave the
CPC directly after letting the passengers alight. If the stop-
skipping control means is not suitable to be used, the bus can
provide normal service for the passengers on the bus and
wait at the CPC. After the normal service, it should be judged
whether the bus holding control means is suitable to be used
to equalize the bus headways. If the holding control means is
not suitable to be used, the bus can leave the CPC. Otherwise
the bus should dwell at the CPC for suitable additional time.

Note that the stop-skipping control means should be
considered when the bus has just arrived at the CPC, and the
bus holding should be considered after the bus providing
service, because the predictive values of headways can be
more accurate due to shorter prediction step length.

According to the previous research conclusion by Liang
et al. [17, 31, 32], the bus headways can be convergent to a
common value after continually equalizing the two bus
headways between the bus at CPC and its leading and
following buses.*erefore, we only focus on three buses (i.e.,
the bus arriving at CPC and its leading and following buses)
at a moment, as shown in Figure 1. We define the bus
headway as the time between two successive buses leaving
the same bus stop. According to this definition, the bus
headway between the bus at CPC and its leading bus can be
predicted after the bus at the CPC leaving current bus stop,
named hl. *e bus headway between the bus at CPC and its
following bus can be predicted after the following bus
leaving CPC, named hf. *e selection of variable control
means can be obtained through comparing the hl and hf

under different control means. Concretely, the control
process at CPC for both bus holding and stop-skipping is
shown in Figure 2.

Note that, according to the research results of Liang et al.
[32], based on this control principle, the stop-skipping
control means was used relatively frequently increasing the
waiting time of passengers. In order to decrease the addi-
tional waiting time of passengers and maintain the regular
bus headway of public transit, in this paper stop-skipping is
treated as a supplementary means whose priority is lower
than bus holding and no control means. If the difference of
two bus headways at the CPC is relatively large, the stop-
skipping control means can be used. More exactly, in this
paper if the following bus headway h

ss
f controlled by stop-

skipping means is still smaller than the leading bus headway
h
ss
l , the stop-skipping control means should be used.

According to this control principle, the stop-skipping
control means was used less and ensured large difference of
successive bus headways can be resisted, considering both
efficiency of public transit and experience of passengers. *e
stop-skipping can be activated with higher threshold value.

According to the dynamic control means selection
procedure, the bus at the CPC can make proper decision to
equalize the two successive bus headways. *e bus headways
on the whole route can be regulated by continually equal-
izing the successive bus headways.

2.3. Control Strategy forBus atCPS. As mentioned in Section
2.1, the stop-skipping control means is a strong way to
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balance the bus headway. Meanwhile, stop-skipping control
mean will provoke dissatisfaction of passengers waiting at
the bus stop. At the CPS instead of CPC, this control means
can be used according to the control concept shown in
Figure 3.

3. Bus Operation and Passengers’
Evolution under Different Control Scenarios

In this section, a second by second discrete system for
description of bus operation process is formulated. On a bus
line, the bus always runs on the road between two adjacent
bus stops or dwells at the bus stop to provide service to the

passengers. *e bus stop can be classified into normal bus
stop and control point.

3.1. Bus Operation at Normal Bus Stops for No Control. A
discrete system is designed to describe the operation of
buses. *e running time is divided into a serious of uniform
short time intervals Δt, e.g., 1 second.

A bus can move forward between two adjacent bus stops
with distance Δt · v(t); we assume the velocity v(t) of bus is
constant during short time interval from t to t + Δt.
*erefore, the location ln(t + Δt) of bus n at time t + Δt on
the bus line between two adjacent bus stops can be shown as

Control point

Bus
Bus line

Leading busFollowing bus

Current moment Predicted moment
hl

hf hl hf

Figure 1: Prediction step length in the coordinated control method.

Dwell at the control point until finishing
providing service for passengers

Using stop-skipping

Y

N

Y

Y

N

Predict the headways hf
ss and hl

ss with
stop-skipping control

N

A bus arrives at the control point

Dwell at the control point until finished
providing service for passengers

Predict the headways hf
no and hl

no without
any control

hf
no > hl

no

Predict the headways hf
hc and hl

hc with
holding additional time of Δt

hf
hc > hl

hc

hf
ss < hl

ss

Figure 2: Control procedure for buses at CPC.
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ln(t + Δt) � ln(t) + Δt · v(t). (1)

If a bus n encounters bus stop s, the passengers waiting at
the bus stop s begin to get on bus n. *e criteria of bus n

arriving at bus stop s, whose location is expressed by ls, can
be written as

ln(t + Δt) − ls ∈ [0,Δt · v(t)). (2)

*e boarding time of one passenger is assumed constant,
expressed by α, and the alighting time of one passenger is
constant as well, expressed by β. *erefore, the dwell time of
one bus at bus stop for providing service to passengers can be
written as

td � max α · Pb, β · Pa(  (3)

where Pb and Pa refer to the number of boarding and
alighting passengers, respectively.

In the description system, the Pn(t) represents number
of passengers on the bus n at time t; Ws(t) refers to number
of passengers waiting at the bus stop s at time t; As(t) means
number of passengers that newly arrived at bus stop s during
the period from t to t + Δt. In one time interval Δt, the
process of alighting and boarding can be expressed by

Pn(t + Δt) � Pn(t) +
Δt
α

−
Δt
β

,

Ws(t + Δt) � Ws(t) + As(t) −
Δt
α

.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(4)

In fact, equation (4) only gives description of alighting
and boarding process without considering bus capacity
limit. If the bus capacity C is considered, equation (4) is only
suitable to be used when Pn(t) + (Δt/α) − (Δt/β) is not
larger than the C. Otherwise, the passengers cannot get on

the bus because of capacity limit, although there still are
passengers on the bus stop s. *erefore, the passengers at the
bus stop cannot get on bus n. *e alighting and boarding
process for passengers can be expressed by

Pn(t + Δt) � Pn(t) −
Δt
β

,

Ws(t + Δt) � Ws(t) + As(t).

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

(5)

If the total number of alighting passengers Δt/β during
dwell time has been equal to Pa, the part Δt/β in line one of
equations (4) and (5) should be deleted.

*e bus n cannot leave bus stop s until meeting one of
following two constraint conditions:

Ws(t) � 0, Pa � 
Δt
β

,

Pn(t) � C, Pa � 
Δt
β

.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(6)

3.2. Bus Operation at CPS. If bus n has determined to skip
bus stop s, the bus still should dwell at the bus stop s to
provide service for the alighting passengers, if any. *ere-
fore, the location of bus is the same as the bus stop, ls.

ln(t + Δt) � ls (7)

Meanwhile, the passengers on bus who would like to
alight can get off, while the passengers waiting at the bus stop
cannot get on the bus. *erefore, the bus cannot leave the
bus stop until all the passengers who would like to get off
have finished. *e process of alighting and the number of
passengers waiting at bus stop s can be expressed by

Leave the control point

Dwell at the control point until finishing
providing service for passengers

Y

N

Y

N

A bus arrives at the control point

Only provide service for
alighting passengers

hf
no > hl

no

hf
ss < hl

ss

Predict the headways hf
ss and hl

ss with
stop-skipping control

Predict the headways hf
no and hl

no without
any control

Figure 3: Principal control strategy procedure for buses at CPS.
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Pn(t + Δt) � Pn(t) −
Δt
β

,

Ws(t + Δt) � Ws(t) + As(t).

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

(8)

When the stop-skipping control means is used, the
capacity of bus should not be considered as constraint. *e
bus can leave the CPS when all the passengers wanting to
alight at the bus stops have finished, which can be written as

Pa � 
Δt
β

. (9)

After providing service for the alighting passengers, the
bus can leave the bus stop, and the location evolution of bus
can be written as

ln(t + Δt) � ls + Δt · v(t). (10)

3.3. Bus Operation at CPC. If the encountered bus stop is a
CPC, the bus can leave the CPC when all the passengers
wanting to alight at the bus stop s have finished, which can
be written as equation (9).

If the stop-skipping control means is abandoned, the bus
can provide service for passengers at the CPC.*e evolution
of passengers on bus and the CPC is same as equations (4)
and (5). When the bus has finished the normal service for
alighting and boarding passengers, it should consider
whether the bus holding control means should be used or
not. As mentioned in Section 2, the passengers that newly
arrived at the CPC can still get on the holding bus.*erefore,
the boarding process and the passengers’ number during the
holding time can be expressed by

Pn(t + Δt) � Pn(t) +
Δt
α

,

Ws(t + Δt) � Ws(t) + As(t) −
Δt
α

.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(11)

*e bus can leave the CPC when the predicted bus
headway h

hc
f is no larger than h

hc
l , and all the newly arrived

passengers have boarded the bus.*e condition should meet

Ws(t) � 0,

h
hc
f ≤ h

hc
l .

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩
(12)

If the number of passengers on the bus has reached the
capacity of the bus, the passengers cannot get on the bus any
longer. *erefore, if the bus is full, the passenger evolution
during holding time can be written as

Pn(t + Δt) � Pn(t),

Ws(t + Δt) � Ws(t) + As(t).
 (13)

*e bus can leave the CPC when the condition shown in
equation (14) is achieved:

h
hc
f ≤ h

hc
l . (14)

4. Performance Index for Headways and Travel
Time of Passengers

4.1. Total Travel Time of Passengers’ Calculation Model. In
this paper, the bus operation process and the passengers’
arrival process are described as a discrete system. *e
number of passengers at the bus stops may not be integer in
every time. *erefore, only integer part of the passengers at
the bus stops should be added up.

*erefore, the total waiting time Tw at the bus stops can
be calculated by the formula written as

Tw � Δt · 
T

t�o



S

s�1
⌈ Ws(t) ⌉. (15)

In equation (15), the Ws(t) means the integer part of
passengers’ number at the bus stops, and the T means the
end of implement time of t. Adding up all the passengers at
bus stops at each time t and multiplying time interval Δt, the
total waiting time for passengers at the bus stops can be
obtained.

*e number of passengers on buses is not always an
integer, because the operation of buses and passengers’
description system are discrete. When the bus dwells at the
bus stop, the passenger may not finish the boarding process
in one intervalΔt.*erefore, the travel time of passengers on
buses cannot be the summation of passengers’ number in
every interval Δt. In addition, the waiting time at the bus
stops adds up all the integer part, so that the decimal part
should be counted into the travel time on buses. *erefore,
the total travel time Tp on buses can be calculated by

Tp � Δt · 
T

t�o



N

n�1
⌊ Pn(t) ⌋. (16)

In equation (17), N refers to the total number of buses
running on the bus route, and Pn(t) means the passengers
on buses rounding up to an integer. *erefore, adding up all
the passengers on every bus during all the time and mul-
tiplying the time interval Δt can obtain the total travel time
of passengers on buses. *erefore, the total travel time TT
for passengers including the waiting time at bus stops and
travel time on buses can be written as

TT � Tw + Tp. (17)

4.2. Bus Headways Calculation Model. *e other index
reflecting the performance of public transit is the bus
headway. In the transit corridor, the bus operation pays
more attention on the deviation of bus headways instead of a
schedule. Because the average bus headways value is rela-
tively small (about 3min to 5min), the bus headways are
expected to be equalized with each other.

In this paper, the bus headway is defined as the time
between two successive buses leaving the same bus stop.
*erefore, the bus headway at the bus stop s can be expressed
by
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Hs �
tn+1,s − tn,s, if n<N,

t1,s − tn,s, if n � N.
 (18)

In equation (18), tn,s means the time bus n leaving bus
stop s. *e bus n is the leading bus, followed by bus n + 1.
*erefore, the bus headway should be tn+1,s − tn,s. It should
be mentioned that if the value of n is equal with the total
number of buses on the route N, n + 1 is not meaningful.
According to the actual physical meaning, the bus N + 1
should be bus 1.*e standard deviation of bus headways can
be expressed by

σs �

�������������

1
Nn − 1



Nn− 1

1
Hs




. (19)

In equation (19), Nn means the times buses passed the
bus stop, so that the number of bus headways is Nn − 1.

*erefore, the index values of travel time of passengers
and bus headways can be calculated by the equations for-
mulated in this section.

5. Numerical Analysis

In this section, numerical tests are conducted to analyze the
performance under variable CPS selected. In Section 5.1, the
input data for the bus route is introduced including the
arrival process of passengers at bus stops and the distri-
bution of bus stops on the bus line. In Section 5.2, the test
results under variable distribution of CPS are presented with
index of performance mentioned in Section 4. Finally, the
result analysis is conducted and several conclusions and
suggestions about the setting of CPS are obtained.

5.1. InputData of theBusRoute. *e length of the simulation
bus route is 12 km, with 15 bus stops on the bus route.
Average distance between two adjacent bus stops is 0.8 km.
*ere are 11 buses running on the bus route whose capacity
is 100 pax. *e average travel speed between two successive
bus stops is 5m/s. Considering the random disturbance
caused by passengers’ arrival process, the travel speed of
buses on the bus route is stochastic, because of random dwell
time at bus stops. *e simulation time in one test is 4 h. To
evaluate the performance of the proposed control method
under high traffic demands, the average arrival rate of the
bus route is 2970 pax/h, and the distributions at the bus stops
are same. *e alighting proportions at each bus stop are
shown in Figure 4. Since the arriving process is stochastic,
special cases may occur. According to the Monte Carlo
method, repeating the tests for enough times can obtain a
more general conclusion. *erefore, to eliminate effects of
random factors, the program was run 100 times to generate
passenger arrival processes at bus stops. We built a simu-
lation platform based on the running process of buses de-
scribed in Section 3 and imbedded the control method into
it. In Figure 5, the relationship between simulation times and
the convergence tendency of performance indices is pre-
sented, illustrating that repeating 100 times is enough.

*ere are two CPH which are fixed at bus stop 6 and bus
stop 11, while the variable setting of CPS is shown in Table 1.

As shown in Table 1, 10 groups are set to select variable
locations of CPS. Among them, S1 and S2 have only one CPS
where the bus stop 6 locates at the beginning section of bus
route, while bus stop 11 locates at the end section of bus
route. In group S3, the two CPS are same with CPH. *e
groups S4 and S5 have three CPS while the groups S6, S7, S8,
and S9 have four CPS, and their spatial distributions are
different. Group S10 have the most CPS with five.

5.2. Test Results under Variable Number and Location of CPS.
In this section, the raw test results are presented first to give
preliminary impression of bus operation under different
number of CPS. More detailed indices and insight can be
seen in Section 5.3.

Firstly, the trajectories of buses in groups S1, S3, S4,
S7, and S10 are presented in Figure 6, where the five
groups mean different number of CPS from 1 to 5.
According to Figures 6(a) and 6(b), the bus operation is
not quite regular as several buses tend to be very close to
each other. In addition, the bus holding time at the two
CPH, at 4 km and 8 km, is relatively long. According to
Figures 6(c)–6(e), the trajectories of buses are smoother
than those in the first two figures, in which the bus
headways are more equalized with each other. It is obvious
that the holding time at the two CPH is shorter than that
in the first two figures as well. However, the bus headway
cannot be more regular when the number of CPS is rel-
atively large, because the situations presented in the last
three figures are quite same.

Figure 7 shows the passengers on buses when the bus just
left the bus stop under different number of CPS with five
groups. According to Figure 7, the number of passengers
grows gradually along with the buses running on the bus
route, reaching peak values at bus stop 5 to bus stop 8 and
then decreases gradually at the end section of the bus route.
In more detail, the situations of passengers on buses pre-
sented in Figures 7(a) and 7(b) illustrate that the passengers
on buses at bus stop 5 fluctuate greatly.*emaximum values
of passengers on buses at bus stop 4 to bus stop 7 reach the
capacity of the bus 100 pax, while the minimum values are
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quite small. It means the capacity of some buses is not fully
used while the other buses are quite crowded. *is phe-
nomenon has been greatly improved in Figures 7(c)–7(e),

where the fluctuating range of passengers on buses is rel-
atively small, which means the capacity of buses fully used.

Similar to the conclusion obtained from Figure 6, the
passengers on the bus feel more comfortable along with the
increasing of CPS number, because the numbers of pas-
sengers in different buses at the same bus stop become more
equalized. However, the brought benefits become incon-
spicuous when the number of CPS is large enough.

According to the intuitionistic raw test results, a pre-
liminary conclusion can be achieved; the bus headway can be
equalized and the bus operation process can be regulated
along with the increasing of CPS number. However, the
benefits will not increase persistently, especially when the
number of CPS is relatively large. *erefore, the relationship
between the location distribution of the CPS and the per-
formance of the control method should be explored further.
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Table 1: Bus stops selected for stop-skipping.

Group Location of CPS
S1 6
S2 11
S3 6, 11
S4 3, 6, 11
S5 6, 9, 11
S6 6, 11, 14
S7 2, 4, 6, 11
S8 6, 8, 10, 11
S9 6, 11, 13, 15
S10 3, 5, 8, 10, 13
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5.3. Results Analysis under Variable Number andDistribution
of CPS. In this section, the indices of the control method
performance are presented including bus operation and the
experience of passengers. *e relationship between the
performance of the control method and the number and
distribution of CPS is presented followed by the explanation
for these phenomena. Furthermore, several conclusions and
suggestions are proposed for application in practice.

Because the passengers’ arriving process is stochastic,
only one simulation and test cannot obtain an impartial
result. *erefore, we conduct many times simulations and
tests and obtain an average result to reflect the true per-
formance of the control method. However, the times should
be discussed. More simulations can obtain more impartial
result, while too many simulations may lead to waste of time.
*erefore, we should obtain the convergence process along
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Figure 6: *e trajectories of buses under different number of CPS. (a) S1. (b) S3. (c) S4. (d) S7. (e) S10.
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with the increasing of simulation times. Figure 5 shows that
the performance result can be convergent, when the sim-
ulation repeated for 100 times. In this section, each test
group has been repeated for 100 times. *e relationship
between average values of main indices and the simulation
times is presented in Figure 7. According to this figure, it is

obvious that the values tend to stablize and fluctuate a little.
*erefore, the 100 times simulation can represent a general
result for one fixed setting.

*e indices values extracted from the test results are
presented in Table 2, involving the total travel time, total
waiting time, travel time on bus, average bus headway, STD
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Figure 7: *e passengers on buses under different number of CPS. (a) S1. (b) S3. (c) S4. (d) S7. (e) S10.
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of headway, and skipping times. *e first three indices in
Table 2 can reflect the travel time cost including at bus stops
and on buses. *e middle two indices average bus headways
and STD of headways reflect the operating efficiency and the
reliability of public transit, respectively. *e last column
means skipping times occurred at the CPS. According to the
raw values shown in Table 2, the performance of the control
method will not become monotone better along with the
increasing of number of CPS. *erefore, in order to reflect
both distribution and the number of CPS influence on the
performance of the control method, more detailed com-
parisons are shown in Tables 3–6. *e classification of the
ten groups is shown in Table 7. For example, the group S1
has one CPS which locates at the front (head) section of the
bus route, so that S1 locates at the first line and first column
in Table 7. In addition, the group S3 is set as the normal
control group, which has two CPS at bus stop 6 and bus stop
11. *e relative difference can be calculated by S3 minus Si
and divided by S3. *erefore, if the values of the relative
difference indices are positive, it means the value of S3 is
larger. Otherwise, the values of performance indices of the
S3 are smaller.

As shown in Table 3, the values of total travel time in S1,
S4, and S7 are smaller than that in S3, which means the CPS
locating at the front section of the bus route is beneficial to
reduce the total travel time for passengers. In addition, the
saved travel time increased from 0.42% to 1.00% along with
increasing of CPS number. *e increasing tendency also
occurred when the CPS are set at the middle section of the
bus route, shown in the second line of Table 3. However, the
improvement values are lower than those in line one of
Table 3 where the CPS locate at the front of the bus route. On
the contrary, the improvement values of travel time de-
creased along with the increasing of CPS number when the
CPS locate at the rear of the bus route. *e reasons will be
given in detail in the following content. As shown in Tables 4
and 5, both the headways and their STD decreased along
with the increasing of CPS number, which means the op-
eration efficiency and the regularity improved. *e shorter
bus headway and more regular bus headway mean that the
passengers have less waiting time. Because the number of the
buses is fixed on the bus line, the shorter bus headways also
mean faster travel speed for buses and shorter travel time for
passengers. However, the total travel time does not always
decrease along with the increasing of CPS number. *e

difference of these two conclusions comes from the addi-
tional waiting time of passengers due to stop-skipping.
According to Table 6, along with the increasing of CPS
number, stop-skipping control means are applied more
times to control the bus, and more passengers are denied to
board. *erefore, if the benefits brought by the shorter and
more regular bus headways cannot cover the negative in-
fluence by boarding limits, the performance of the control
method will be bad and worse along with the increasing of
CPS number. Combined with Table 3, if CPS locates at front
or middle section of bus route, the total travel time will
decrease along with increasing of stop-skipping times.
However, if the CPS locates at the behind section of bus
route, the total travel time will increase along with increasing
of stop-skipping times, causing worse control result.
*erefore, this means, in the framework of self-equalizing
control concept, the distribution of the CPS has more in-
fluence on the performance of control method. In order to
discover the total and distribution of waiting time for
passengers, the box figures of passengers at each bus stop are
presented in Figure 8.

Table 2: *e performance indices under variable number of CPS.

Group Total travel time (s) Total waiting time Time on bus (s) Average headway (s) STD of headway (s) Skipping times
S1 7310775 1252021 6058754 260.91 60.10 10.68
S2 7300540 1257292 6043249 261.53 63.14 5.71
S3 7341375 1261543 6079832 260.54 59.32 15.20
S4 7285720 1256509 6029211 259.03 48.16 21.81
S5 7351393 1261139 6090254 260.16 57.60 17.70
S6 7342283 1261077 6081206 260.10 56.35 18.27
S7 7267743 1256691 6011052 258.51 42.55 24.45
S8 7331101 1253641 6077460 259.86 55.95 18.13
S9 7375701 1245524 6130177 259.55 49.74 18.50
S10 7318832 1263890 6054942 258.69 44.96 25.38

Table 3: Travel time relative difference compared with group S2.

Travel time 1 3 4 5
Front (%) 0.42 0.76 1.00 —
Middle (%) — − 0.14 0.14 0.31
Behind (%) 0.56 − 0.01 − 0.47 —

Table 4: Bus headways relative difference compared with group S2.

Bus headways 1 3 4 5
Front (%) − 0.14 0.58 0.78 —
Middle (%) — 0.15 0.26 0.71
Behind (%) − 0.38 0.17 0.38 —

Table 5: STD of bus headways relative difference compared with
group S2.

STD of headways 1 3 4 5
Front (%) − 1.32 18.81 28.27 —
Middle (%) — 2.91 5.69 24.22
Behind (%) − 6.43 5.00 16.15 —
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Figure 8: Continued.

Table 6: Stop-skipping times relative difference compared with group S2.

Stop-skipping times 1 3 4 5
Front (%) 29.75 − 43.45 − 60.83 —
Middle (%) — − 16.43 − 19.27 − 66.96
Behind (%) 62.43 − 20.15 − 21.70 —

Table 7: Classification of CPS number and distribution.

Number of CPS 1 3 4 5
Front S1 S4 S7 —
Middle — S5 S8 S10
Behind S2 S6 S9 —
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Figure 8(a) presents the waiting time of passengers at bus
stops when the CPH locate at bus stop 6 and bus stop11, and
the CPS locates at bus stop 6. At beginning of the five bus
stops from 1 to 5, the waiting time increased gradually; at bus

stop 5 the waiting time was the largest.*e first reason is that
the bus headways become more chaotic gradually when
running at the bus route, and unequal bus headways lead to
more waiting time. However, this is not the ultimate reason
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Figure 8: Waiting time of passengers at bus stops. (a) S1. (b) S2. (c) S3. (d) S4. (e) S5. (f ) S6. (g) S7. (h) S8. (i) S9. (j) S10.
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that the waiting time will not change so greatly if only affected
by the unregular bus headways.*e other important reason for
large waiting time at bus stop 5 is that the passengers waiting at
the bus stop cannot board because of capacity limit of the bus.
According to Figure 7(a), the maximum number of passengers
on bus has reached at the capacity of the bus (100pax) while the
minimum number of passengers on bus is only a little more
than 20pax. *erefore, in the group S1, the bus capacity is not
well utilized, so some buses are relatively full while other are
relatively empty because of unequal bus headways. *erefore,
the bus headways should be equalized before the buses en-
counter busy section of the bus route where the buses are
relatively full.

*erefore, the groups S1, S4, and S7 perform best be-
cause the bus headways are more equal before arriving at bus
stop 5. Combining Figure 7(d) with Figure 8(g), the bus
headways are quite equal before arriving at bus stop 5, and
the number of passengers on each bus is relatively equal too.
*erefore, the travel time on buses and the waiting time at
bus stops of passengers are relatively small, and the total
travel time is the smallest among these 10 groups.

*e groups S5, S8, and S10 set the CPS at the bus stops of
themiddle bus line. Although the bus headway can be relatively
equal at the busy section of bus route, the stop-skipping may
lead to the resisted boarding passengers still not being able to
board next arriving bus, because all the buses at the busy
section are relatively full. In addition, the bunching tendency
will be severe when the influence of initial disturbance is not
eliminated timely. *erefore, the performance of control
method in these group is worse than the “front groups.”

*e groups S2, S6, and S9 set the CPS at the bus stops of
the bus line rear. *e test results are worse than the “middle
groups,” because the bus headways are not equal when the
buses arrived at bus stop 5. In addition, the stop-skipping
control means increasing the waiting time of passengers.
*erefore, the benefits brought by the equal bus headways
are not large enough to cover the additional waiting time
because of stop-skipping. *e negative influence will be
larger along with increasing of CPS number, while the equal
bus headways are not benefit to the passengers most needed.

*erefore, several conclusions can be obtained according
to the analysis mentioned above. *e CPS should be located
before the busy section of bus route, and the bus capacity can
be fully utilized and avoid additional waiting time because of
bus capacity limit. In addition, stop-skipping control means
can equalize the bus headways and adjust the passengers on
successive busesmaking the passengers on buses more equal.
*e CPS should be set at the bus stops where passengers’
demand is relatively small, avoiding part of the passengers
that cannot board next arriving bus again if the number of
resisting passengers is relatively large and reducing the
number of passengers who are unsatisfied because of stop-
skipping control means.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, the coordinated bus headway control method
is designed based on the adaptive self-equalized concept.
Furthermore, a procedure is designed to select the bus that

should be skipping or held as well as its corresponding holding
time. *e discrete operation system is formulated, imbedding
the coordinated control method, and considers the limitation
of the bus capacity. However, the coordinated control method
is not the core contribution of this paper.*emain work of this
paper is to discuss the setting of CPS to obtain better per-
formance of the coordinated control method based on the self-
equalizing bus headway control strategy. *erefore, four main
indices are formulated including the waiting time of passengers
at bus stops, the travel time on buses, the STD of bus headways,
and the stop-skipping times.

In Numerical Analysis, a set of numerical tests is conducted
under variable CPS settings. Ten groups are formulated rep-
resenting different number and distribution of CPS. According
to the test results of these 10 groups, several conclusions can be
obtained. *e control performance in groups S1, S4, and S7 is
the best among these 10 groups, which means the CPS should
be set at the beginning of the bus route, before the busy section
of bus route, and the passengers on each bus are more equal,
while less passengers are limited by the bus capacity. *e
increasing number of CPS will make the stop-skipping times
larger, although the saved total travel times are larger as well.
*e distribution of the control points has larger influence on
the performance of coordinated control method. If the dis-
tribution of the control points is not well set, a larger number of
control points have more negative effects on the public transit
in terms of total travel time of passengers. In addition, an
extended conclusion can be obtained: the CPS is not suitable set
at the large demand bus stops, because the rejected passengers,
due to stop-skipping, may miss next arriving bus when there
are relatively full passengers on bus and relatively large number
of passengers at the bus stop. *erefore, the waiting time will
increase and the passengers who resisted twice will be greatly
unsatisfied.

Although this paper discussed the CPS setting to obtain
better performance of the control method by a set of nu-
merical analyses, the CPH settings are not considered, and
deeper insight and theoretical proof are not given. More
detailed and precise experiment and theoretical proof will be
presented in future work. In addition, the input of travel
speed between two adjacent bus stops is assumed as instant,
which can be formulated as a variable in the future work.
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